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ABSTRACT 

Global security challenges affected Macedonia and most of the post-communist 
countries in unique way. New security challenges defy legal absence of designated critical 
infrastructure and decentralized governmental approach in its protection. Existing 
decentralized network of governmental authorities in Macedonia will be only effective in its 
mission if reside on centralized planning and decentralized execution. Regarding the 
modern terrorists and organized crime modus operandi the centralized planning process 
needs to coordinate, facilitate and stimulate private corporate security in Macedonia. To 
prove this article will first explain how International World Order shift has affected 
Macedonian society. Than shortly it will address the legal background and organizational 
structure for critical infrastructure protection. Finally, it will propose necessary adjustments 
of the critical infrastructure protection system in Macedonia. 
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АПСРАКТ 

Глобалните безбедносни предизвици ја погодија Македонија како и многу други 
пост-комунистички земји на единствен начин. Новите безбедносни предизвици го 
извадија на површина недостатокот од соодветно правно регулирање на постојната 
критичната инфраструктура како и децентрализираниот приод во нејзината заштита. 
Постојната децентрализирана мрежа на владини институции во Македонија ќе биде 
единствено ефективна во извршувањето на својата мисија ако почива на 
централизирано планирање и децентрализирано извршување. Современиот тероризам и 
организиран криминал налагаат соодветен централизиран планирачки процес кој ќе 
биде координиран, олеснет и стимулиран од страна на приватните корпоративни 
безбедносни компании во Македонија. Затоа во овој труд прво ќе објасниме како 
меѓународниот светски поредок има влијание на македонското општество. Потоа 
накратко ќе се задржиме на правната основа и организациска структура за заштитата на 
критичната инфраструктура. На крајот ќе дадеме одредени предлози за прилагодување 
на системот за заштита на критичната инфраструктура во Македонија. 

Клучни зборови: заштита на критична инфраструктура, тероризам, 
организиран криминал, право, глобализација 
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INTRODUCTION 
The process of globalization has dramatically affected Macedonian and the World 

security environment after the Cold War. Terrorism and organized crime have begun to pose 
asymmetric, network-based and unconventional threats to almost all country in the world.  
Security risks have become more complex and difficult to manage. They require protection 
and consideration of some infrastructures, social structures and actors that use to be on 
the margins of conventionally designed security strategies. Thus, critical infrastructure 
protection and corporate security have emerged as crucial elements in many national 
security strategies especially after terrorist attacks in USA (2001), Spain (2004), and UK 
(2005). 

The explosion of globalization spilled allover the society’s structure and complex 
transition from communism do liberal democracy. Trends of global democratization through 
transition in Macedonia have challenged Macedonian security for two reasons. First, due to 
the inexperience to appropriately nested private corporate security under the national 
security. Second, arguably, due to the acceptance of global democratic trends and active 
support of the military operations to impose these trends around the world.  

 
GLOBAL SECURITY AFTER THE COLD WAR: SHIFT IN THE WORLD ORDER, SECURITY 
TRENDS, EVENTS AND THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 

The end of the Cold War has made tectonic shift in the international arena that 
affected almost every country in the world. The fall of iron curtains and innovation in 
technology and communication, have accelerated explosion of new non-state actors.63 These 
new actors are independent but interlinked. Each one of them seeks to maximize its own 
survivability and advantage. The pursuit to achieve their goals has increased the flow of 
capital, goods, and services from continent to continent. In sum, as Friedman puttied, the 
world became flat.64 However, the flat did not mean smooth.  

The collapse of communism challenged victorious Western liberal democracies from 
the Cold War with the ghosts of decolonization and bipolarity.65 Supporting the active role 
of the UN in conflict management, liberal democracies employed military power and 
attempted to manage the violent conflict in the former Yugoslavia. Nevertheless, 

                                                           
63 Goldman, Emily O. (2001). New Threats, New Identities and New Ways of War: The Sources of Change in National Security 
Doctrine, Journal of Strategic Studies. Vol. 24, pp. 12–42. 
64 Friedman, T. (2005). The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First Century, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, where he 
expands on his Golden Arches theory of conflict describing horizontal collaborations – connectedness across geographical, 
political, and cultural boundaries. 
65 The suffocated issue of self-determination exploded in Yugoslavia and some parts of USSR. More on this see in: Summers J., 
(2007) Peoples and international law: how nationalism and self-determination shape a contemporary law of nations, Martinus 
Nijhoff Publishers, pp. 253-259. 
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inexperience in nation building in the theater of ethnic conflicts soon became evident. 
Without really understanding the patterns of the conflict Western liberal democracies 
believed that process of democratization will reconcile ethnic intolerance alone.66 Instead of 
expected prosperity and believes that global democratization will improve security through 
business efficiencies and thus prevent the conflict to spill over, the domino effect of ethnic 
conflicts starting from Slovenia through Croatia and Bosnia didn’t pass Kosovo and finally 
affected Macedonia.67  

The post-conflict management processes in the former Yugoslavia ran through 
democratization, misunderstood the patterns of the complex environment. The lack of 
experience in managing the “privatization”, like in most of the Former Yugoslav Republics, 
caused corruption and expansion of organized crime in Macedonian society. 

This shift in international world order did not avoid existing conflicts and intolerance 
in the Middle East too. The process of globalization spread to the Middle East with the 
same intensity and its own specifics to the region. The unidirectional top-down character of 
globalization, by its opponents in this region soon was interpreted as attempt for 
domination by the most powerful economies.68 Even more, according to some views 
inappropriate approach to this issue within the globalization by the West brought 9/11 
event.  

In this context the process of democratization through globalization did not 
recognize potentials that multidimensional network of none-state actors embodied in the 
new complex security environment have. This network straddles the boundaries of military 
operations, nation building, economic differences, social stability, and moral acceptability. 
Each of the components of this network are interlinked and connected in unique patterns 
specific to the tradition, culture and certain geography. On one hand, the new complex 
environment has helped to stimulate economies and cultural exchange. On the other hand, 
it broth unimagined power and opportunities for violent groups to expand their geographic 
horizons, lethality of their attacks and influence over the international relations.69 Many 
scholars also argue that the process of democratization as a tool to bring peace and 
stability in the Meddle East is seen as dangerous disruptions that have spread throughout 
the world in the name of globalization. Even the globalization alone is not accepted by 
some Muslims, but seen as intrusions that disrupt the social order, corrupt the government, 
harm the environment, exploit children and women, and threaten traditional cultures and 
                                                           
66 More on this issue see in Wolf, M. (2004), Why Globalization Works, New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, p.315-316. 
67 For Bosnia and Kosovo in this context see: Perito, R.M. (2004), Where Is The Lone Ranger When We Need Him, US Institute 
for Peace, p. 153-170, and 183-190. For Macedonia see: Phillips, J. (2004), Macedonia: Warlords the rebels in the Balkans, 
I.B.Tauris & Co Ltd, p. 103-117.  
68 Wright R. (2004). The Globalization of Morality, What Is Enlightenment? (August–October), pp. 32–36. 
69 Forst, B. (2009). Terrorism, Crime and Public Policy, Cambridge University Press, p. 87. 
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associated moral behaviors. Some argues that globalization, has riled middle-class Muslim 
people from Meddle East to oppose the process of, as they saw, “westernization of the 
Muslim land” and came up with its own agenda.70 

This shift in international world order and consequently in the security environment 
has challenged the development of the corporate security and protection of the critical 
infrastructure in the Republic of Macedonia too, for two reasons. First, due to the absence 
of values that supposed to appropriately endorse the private sector in security area and 
inexperience in new decentralized security management. Second, active involvement in the 
military operations in Afghanistan and Iraq by default increased security threats to the 
critical infrastructure in the Republic of Macedonia. 

 
WINDS OF CHANGE: CORPORATE SECURITY AND PROTECTION OF THE CRITICAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA AFTER THE INDEPENDENCE 

The collapse of Yugoslavia and the decision for independence in Macedonia among 
other issues brought the hard question of security in the context of new ideological sphere. 
Security vacuum created with the political shift was soon replaced with the clear decision 
i.e. to welcome and incorporate the Euro-Atlantic values. However, this new decision was 
not that easy to follow. Wile the independence euphoria spell over the nation founding 
leaders tasted bitterness of transition. Security, both internal and external, beside other 
issues (the name issue, border demarcation, struggle for international recognition, political 
accommodation of the changes) was just one of the hotspots for the old and newborn 
political elite.  

The former corporate security and centralized system of protection of the critical 
infrastructure built under the overall defense system umbrella vanished. Process of 
democratization in Macedonia along with the transition introduced civil control inside 
security sector following the western liberal and democratic patterns. This caused an 
earthquake inside the security sector for two reasons. First, it meant transition in the 
approach and the mentality of the security sector. Centralized security system ran by 
military and police professionals in specific parts, switched to decentralized, civilian control 
type security sector. Second, moving to the opposite extreme, the new civilian leaders 
(ministers) without experience in the security sector and without any strategic planning 
dramatically cut-off the funds for security and introduced inappropriate defense budget and 
logistic management. These early mistakes made as a result of inexperience, dried out some 
of the existing infrastructure and created security and legal vacuums.  

                                                           
70 Kepel argues that these residual effects of globalization are an essential tool that contributes to the growth of international 
terrorism. Kepel, G. (2005), The Roots of Radical Islam., London: Saqi, p. 112. 
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The wave of privatization has entered security sector too. Understood as a function 
that supervise and manages the close coordination of all functions within the company that 
are concerned with security, continuity and safety, private security companies supposed to 
replace former corporate security. In practice, personal security and physical security, and 
to some extend, crime prevention and detection and fraud deterrence (in later stages), were 
the only offer that private security companies could have offered.71 There was nothing 
correlated with the information security, risk management, not to speak about the 
compliance and ethic programs, corporate governance, business continuity planning, 
environment safety and health. Having in mind that the nature of the market and the 
surrounding environment was not ready for such type of correlation this was quite 
acceptable. Even more, since there was no real experience in this field on both side (new 
owners of the corporation and the private security companies) the true value of corporate 
security has not been understood properly. This and the legal vacuum like in the rest of 
region have created quite negative image of private security companies. 

Operating under the legal darkness for almost nine years private security companies 
in Macedonia have not avoided “thin red line” from organized crime accusation.72 
Transitioning from police and armed forces trained professionals switched to private 
security companies, protecting banks, schools, money transfers and important people. As 
some extreme critics see this “the private security sector became its own political, criminal 
and social force.”73 Nevertheless, pursuit for Euro-Atlantic values over the years has helped 
Macedonian society to heal from the inappropriate transition.  

The same is true for government security sector. Harmonization and fulfillment of 
the Euro-Atlantic standards initially has helped to define the roles between police forces 
and armed forces. These processes have also urged the establishment of the agencies and 
other governmental bodies like (Crisis Management Center or Protection and Rescue 
Directorate) that replaced emptiness and overlapping in the so-called internal security and 
protection area. The emergence of the new agencies and governmental bodies in this area 
has also helped to fulfill the legal vacuum in protection of the critical infrastructure in the 
Republic of Macedonia. Even though there is significant improvement in legal context and 
decentralization in the roles current security environment as we saw brings threats that 
require far more than just the nice structure and regulations.  

                                                           
71 See for example: OSA, Agency for security of persons and prosperity, available at   
http://www.osa.com.mk/Default.aspx?id=b7909f65-d327-45de-9f65-38ff39d5a65d  
72 Cain, Phil, Separating "protection" from "corruption" in Eastern European private security companies, Global Post 
23.08.2010, available at: http://www.balkans.com/open-news.php?uniquenumber=67888   
73 Ibid. 
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Modern trends in new security environment require Macedonia more vigorously to 
consider new asymmetric, network-type and apocalyptic threats. Aside from negative effects 
of globalization in specific part of security context, active involvement in the military 
operations against these non-state actors both in Afghanistan and Iraq and Macedonia’s 
geo-strategic position are two most significant factors for such requirements.  

The importance of choosing adequate approach in corporate security and critical 
infrastructure protection (CIP) in current complex security environment requires 
comprehensive approach. This could be achieved only if we apply complex system analysis 
considering patterns that go beyond conventional understanding of the problem. In order to 
achieve this we should look in to existing legislation, organizational design (i.e. dedicated 
agencies and existing mechanism) and the strategy for conducting corporate security and 
protection of the critical infrastructure in the Republic of Macedonia. 

 
CORPORATE SECURITY’S LEGISLATION AND CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
PROTECTION IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 

Nine years of legal vacuum in corporate security in the Republic of Macedonia 
disappear when the Macedonian Parliament past the law that entrenched the private sector 
in this field. The “Security of property and personnel Act” (also known as the “Act for Private 
security agencies”) proclaimed the private security companies’ actions as “public interest 
actions”.74 However, this as we have discussed above did not solve all of the problems. 
Beside mentality and inexperience public also was not ready to accept this radical shift. 
Thus, regardless of costs and benefits of using private sector in the Republic of Macedonia 
by the law critical infrastructure is directly protected only by highly decentralized 
governmental institutions. Private security sector is only indirectly involved through 
providing physical security for the private commercial enterprises that own specific 
infrastructure. 

There is no legal document in Macedonia that contains summarized list of dedicated 
critical infrastructure. Instead, the network of laws regarding the CIP gravitate over the, 
Ministry of Interior,75 Ministry of Defense,76 Ministry of Transport and Communication,77 

                                                           
74 Security of property and personnel Act, following the Macedonian Constitution, in article 2 proclaims the private security 
agencies work as “public interest” (Службен весник на Р.М. бр. 80/99 од 17.12.1999 г.). 
75 “Law on Iinternal Affairs” (The Official Gazette of R.M no.92/09). 
76 “Law of Defense” (The Official Gazette of R.M no.8/92), and “Law for changes and addition of Law of Defense” (The Official 
Gazette of R.M no.5/03, 06 and 08). 
77 “Law of Security in railway traffic”  (“The Official Gazette of RM”, No. 40/07), “Law of transport of dangerous materials”  (“The 
Official Gazette of RM”, No. 92/07),  “Law of Security in railway system”  (“The Official Gazette of RM”, No.48/10), The law of 
public transportation in ground traffic (“The Official Gazette of RM”, No.114/09, No. 83/10, No. 140/10), The law of internal 
sailing (“The Official Gazette of RM”, No. 55/07, No.26/09, No. 22/10), The law of electronic communications (“The Official 
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Directorate for Security of Classified Information78, Crisis Management Center79, Directorate 
for and Protection Rescue.80 Since there is no clear dedicated list of critical infrastructure 
further legal segmentation follows regarding the anticipated roles and service support for 
successful CIP. However, all of these documents include acts defining the responsibilities of 
the government authorities in case of emergencies as well as legislation dealing with issues 
(such as technical IT security for example).81 

International legislation further facilitates legal background for CIP in Macedonia. 
This is understandable since cyber-security and environmental protection are on the 
security agenda in most of the international organizations to whom Macedonia is party.82 
One could observe this legislative in two directions. First, obligations incorporated from 
Macedonian’s membership of these organizations (or willingness to join). In this context 
further legislative support comes from the fact that almost all critical infrastructures rely 
on energy and telecommunications for support. Second, most of the services that provide 
this support in Macedonia are owned or operated on a commercial basis (foreign private 
enterprises). Consequently, all bilateral and multilateral agreements in this regards have to 
be considered. Since these corporations in Macedonia run their security based on 
Macedonian private security agencies from legal point of view, one should also take into 
account the Act for security of property and personnel. 

In sum, Macedonian legislation for CIP does not centralize responsibility only in one 
governmental authority. It consists of both, provisions that directly locate responsibility and 
the leading role of specific agency (we will also refer to this later), and provisions that imply 
responsibility (regarding the bilateral business agreements and corporate security). 
Speaking in terms of Penal code act CIP’s regulations have also preventive role. 
Nevertheless, it could be argued that legal basis for CIP in Macedonia more or less, draws 
the organizational structure of governmental authorities involved in this process. 

                                                                                                                                                          
Gazette of RM”, No.14/07, No.55/07, No.98/08, No.83/10 No.48/10), The law of air traffic, (“The Official Gazette of RM”, 
No.24/07, No.103/08, No.67/10). 
78 “Law of classified information”, (“The Official Gazette of RM”, No.9/04). 
79 “Law on Crisis Management” (“The Official Gazette of RM” No. 29/05). 
80 “Law on Rescue and Protection” (“Official Gazette of RM”, No. 36/04). 
81 This include data protection, damage to data, fraudulent use of a compute, the handling of electronic signatures, etc. The 
law of classified information,  (“The Official Gazette of RM”, No.9/04) 
82 Many international organizations are dealing with this challenge and have taken steps to raise awareness, establish 
international partnerships, and agree on common rules and practices. European Union (EU), the Forum of Incident Response 
and Security Teams (FIRST), the G8 Group, NATO, the OECD, the United Nations (UN), and the World Bank Group. See for 
example: UN Resolution 57/239 of December 2002, where the UN General Assembly outlined elements for creating a global 
culture of cyber-security, inviting member states and all relevant international organizations to take account of them in their 
preparations for the summit. In December 2003, UN Resolution 58/199 further emphasized the promotion of a global culture 
of cyber-security and the protection of critical information infrastructures. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION IN ТHE 
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 

Ministry of Interior (MOI), Ministry of Defense (MOD), Ministry of Transport and 
Communication (MOTC), Crisis Management Center (CMC), Directorate for Security of 
Classified Information83 (DSCI) and Protection and Rescue Directorate (PRD) build the list of 
governmental authorities directly involved in Macedonian CIP. There is no single leading 
governmental authority in Macedonia in this process. Which government authority will lead 
the overall process in CIP process (i.e. control and coordination) is situation-dependable. 

MOI covers most of the CIP in ordinary situation. Although it is not stipulated by the 
law,84 virtually MOI is leading governmental authority for CIP in Macedonia during ordinary-
peace time situation. Operating under the MOI, Directorate for Security and Counter-
intelligence covers not just most of the organized crime and terrorism issues, but also other 
issues regarding the CIP. As a result of the recent crime trend regarding the money 
transport issue, as additional implied task for MOI is to provide security for money 
transport even for the private corporation.85 The two most important agencies that fully 
support the MOI’s role in CIP in Macedonia are Protection and Rescue Directorate and 
Ministry of Transport and Communication. 

Protection and Rescue Directorate has indirect but important deterrent role in CIP. 
PRD is leading body for protection and rescue in environmental disaster situation or other 
emergencies. These are situations that by the law could not be considered as a crisis, 
national emergencies or war situations. The Natural disaster threat assessment Act 
contains in-depth analysis of current risks that should be taken in to account for effective 
CIP.86 This document also contains the list of private enterprises and none-governmental 
organizations that have specific role in providing support for protection and rescue. All of 
them are coordinated by PRD. Since this institution takes the lead in specific situation 
during ordinary peace-time law-enforcement issues still resides as MOI competence. 
Therefore, according to the Methodology for assessment and planning for the protection 
and security PRD prepares specific plans that contain specific tasks and duties for each of 
the involved government institutions state authority, local authority and private 
enterprises. In most of this situation MOI’s assistance is necessary. 

Leading governmental institution for transport CIP is Ministry of Transport and 
Communications. In defining the transport critical infrastructure in Macedonia MOTC 
                                                           
83 See more: Славески С. и Шанев Р., “Пристапот до информациите: помеѓу транспарентноста и заштитата на 
националниот интерес”, во Современа македонска одбрана, број 14, декември 2006. 
84 Art. 5 from “Law on Iinternal Affairs” (The Official Gazette of R.M no.92/09). 
85 Stargoski, D, 2010, 450.000 Euros stolen from vehicle of Stopanska Banka Bitola, A1, avaliable at: 
http://www.a1.com.mk/vesti/default.aspx?VestID=118410 
86 Natural disaster threats assessment Act, (The Official Gazette of R.M no.117/07) 
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follows NATO’s definition.87 Beside railway, and all ground transport infrastructure MOTC is 
leading governmental agency in air and water transport CIP too. MOTC approach in defining 
transport CIP goes beyond the transport infrastructure of goods and people. It also 
recognizes energy transport infrastructure (gas and gasoline) and telecommunication and 
internet infrastructure. MOTC practice this responsibility in coordinated support manner. 
MOI and MOD provide main assistance and enable MOTC successfully to coordinate 
transport CIP. However, information CIP and coordination for transport CIP with private 
sector is also highly involved in MOTC planning of transport CIP. 

Protection of the information is crucial part of the overall CIP in Macedonia. Leading 
governmental agency for information protection (including critical information) is 
Directorate for Security of Classified Information.88 MOI’s Directorate for Security and 
Counter-intelligence is in close relation with the DSCI and provide crucial data and efforts89 
for successful information protection.90 As specific part of the overall defense, Ministry of 
Defense and Intelligence Agency play pivotal role in information protection too. All of the 
military information protection is run by Military Service for Security and Intelligence. 
Inside the MOD Army of the Republic of Macedonia plan and conduct information operation 
(IO). DSCI also has close coordination with these MOD’s bodies that support DSCI 
objectives. Macedonian Intelligence Agency is in close relation with MOI’s Directorate for 
security and counter-intelligence and thus contributes to the overall information protection. 
Ministry of transport and communication also has significant role in information protection. 
MOTC manages telecommunication and internet provider sector and has crucial role for 
coordination with the private corporate that run telecommunications and internet. In the 
context of the industry information protection DSCI coordinate all of the activities within 
the industry sector. These activities are vigorously coordinated with private sector involved 
in industry sector in Macedonia.  

If a crisis occurs, than by the law, situation rapidly changes.91 During the crisis the 
Prime minister designate the leading person from the standing Steering committee 
accordingly.92 Since 2009 Macedonia is 11th country that has established National Platform 
for Disaster Risk Reduction (NPDRR) under the Hyogo framework for action.93 From security 
                                                           
87 NATO Parliamentary Assembly, (2007), The Protection Of Critical Infrastructures, 162 CDS 07 E rev. 1, Annul Session, 
available at: http://www.nato-pa.int/default.asp?SHORTCUT=1165 
88 Art. 4 from the Law of classified information,  (“The Official Gazette of RM”, No.9/04) 
89 See more: Slaveski S., “Security of information - precondidation for membership of the Republic of Macedonia to NATO”, in 
Macedonia in NATO, MoD, Skpoje, 2003, pp. 171-177. 
90 Art. 50 from the Law of classified information,  (“The Official Gazette of RM”, No.9/04) 
91 “Law on Crisis Management” (“The Official Gazette of RM” No. 29/05) 
92 See Art.13 and Art. 14 from the“Law on Crisis Management” (“The Official Gazette of RM” No. 29/05) 
93 United Nations, (2005) International Strategy For Disaster Reduction (UN ISDR), Brought under Hyogo framework for 
action, available at http://www.unbrussels.org/agencies/unisdr.html  
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point of view basis for NPDRR comes from National Conception for Defense and Security 
(2003) and National Security Strategy of The Republic of Macedonia (2008). As a nationally 
owned and led forum of all risk reduction stakeholders NPDRR provides coordination, 
analysis and proposals for actions’ priority. It requires concentrated activity, through the 
coordination and active involvement processes of the competent authorities. NPDRR covers 
competent crisis management state institutions, scientific and academic institutions, NGOs, 
the Red Cross as well as the business community. Thus NPDRR is crucial in Macedonian CIP 
since it identify, assess and monitor disaster risks and enhance early warning coordination. 
Responsible for preparation planning and organizing all of the activities necessary for crisis 
is Crisis Management Center (CMC). It maintains close relationships with MOI, DSCI, PRD 
and MOTC. 

During the national emergencies and war, Macedonian armed forces will take the 
lead. Armed forces are also responsible for providing protection for designated military and 
defense infrastructure even in peace time. However, Armed forces’ role in CIP is also crucial 
during crisis or during the international military operations. During crisis Army of the 
Republic of Macedonia declares units that should support civil crisis management. 
International military operations have also brought relatively new role of the armed forces 
in the context of the CIP. This basically includes infrastructure that is used for conducting 
military operations abroad.94 

From all of the above it will not be that difficult to conclude that the organizational 
structure for CIP in Macedonia is highly decentralized and cross-governmental agencies 
(institutions) based. This network of institutions is consists of the institutions of the 
legislative, executive, and judiciary powers, infrastructure facilities of energy supply 
companies, information and communication technologies, infrastructure facilities that 
ensure the provision of vital goods, transport and traffic infrastructures. Facts that current 
security threats posed by organized crime and international terrorism are also network 
oriented raises serious concerns in choosing the right strategy for CIP. 

 
DOES MACEDONIA HAVE THE RIGHT STRATEGY FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
PROTECTION? 

Facing the new security challenges numerous states have highlighted the importance 
of CIP in their respective national security strategies. According to Swiss’ center for security 
studies CIP continues to be a significant issue for many countries around the world, with 
attention increasingly centered on information infrastructure protection (related primarily 
to cyber security), energy infrastructure protection, and the challenges related to public-

                                                           
94 Art. 199-202 from “The Law of service in the Army of Republic of Macedonia”, (“The Official Gazette of RM” No. 36/10) 
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private partnerships.95 Additionally, academic environment around the world more 
consistently have begun to provide scientifically inspired analyses on CIP. Nevertheless, 
recognizing the necessity for CIP is not enough. Successful CIP requires not just dedicated 
institution but also appropriate strategy that can enable this protection. 

Republic of Macedonia does not have specific strategy for CIP. Although it is 
arguable whether or not one is needed, one thing is clear, that is that Macedonia needs 
operational design on the ground that will enable effective CIP. Most CIP strategies follow a 
similar methodology. A first phase aims to assess risk to the critical infrastructure. 
Protection measures are then designed in order to reduce this risk.96 This NATO based 
approach is followed by most of the EU members. Since Macedonia is attempting to enter 
in to Euro-Atlantic integration this choice should be the right one. However, one should be 
very careful when accepting this for granted.  

Following the conclusions about the evolution of the security environment from 
above, international terrorism and organized crime remain as two most serious threats to 
the critical infrastructures in Macedonia.97 In this context both security and academic 
community agree that modern terrorism and organized crime is network based. They pose 
unconventional treats by existing, operating and threatening from and to each pore of the 
society.  

Since each society has its own specifics that reside in the culture, traditions, values 
and perceptions to specific issues this means that each society would have its own specifics 
in security manner too. Therefore, security defaults might be helpful in providing guidance 
or inspirations from lessons learned and best practices. Nonetheless it might be also quite 
dangerous to implement them directly without adjustment.98 

                                                           
95 As part of a larger mandate, the Swiss Federal Office for Civil Protection (FOCP) has tasked the Center for Security Studies 
(CSS) at ETH Zurich to compile “focal reports” (Fokusberichte) on critical infrastructure protection and on risk analysis to 
provide information on and to promote discussion about new trends and insights. See more in: Crisis and Risk Network (2009), 
Critical Infrastructure Protection, Center for Security Studies (CSS), ETH Zürich 
96 NATO Parliamentary Assembly, (2007), The Protection Of Critical Infrastructures, 162 CDS 07 E rev. 1, Annul Session, 
available at: http://www.nato-pa.int/default.asp?SHORTCUT=1165 
97 There is not direct threat from modern terrorism and organized crime to Macedonian critical infrastructure. However, 
modern terrorists’ and organized crime’s practice rise serious concerns due to two reasons. First is Macedonian geo-strategic 
position (Macedonia lay on the so called Balkan Route of Drugs). Second comes from Macedonian agility to follow and thus 
support Euro-Atlantic processes and attempts to export democracy around the world. This makes Macedonia target not just 
because we support something that provoke modern terrorists or limits organized crime (through acceptance of international 
standards in this direction), but also because Macedonia actively participate in military operations against this threats. 
98 Even most the EU member states, shares the opinion that the protection of critical infrastructures has to follow the 
subsidiary principle, which means that the protection of the critical infrastructure is primarily the task of the member states. 
Activities of the EU are seen as complementary measures. More on this see in: E. M. Brunner, Suter M. (2009), International 
Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Handbook, Center for Security Studies, ETH Zurich, p.65-66  
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As we saw Macedonia has quite good network of governmental authorities that can 
provide successful CIP. From legal point of view and in theory this network of institutions 
fits well in the current security environment and the Euro-Atlantic tendencies. We have also 
concluded that organizational structure for CIP in Macedonia is highly decentralized and 
cross-institution based. However, operations on the ground and practice do not always 
follow organizational design and theory.  

The one thing Macedonia is missing in CIP is centralized planning and decentralized 
execution tested in practice.99 Up to now all of the above mentioned governmental 
institutions have been involved in decentralized, their own-based, exercises (even on 
international level). However, except in theory and in documents, in practice there has not 
been any progress in planning and organizing cross-institution based exercise (including all 
of the above mention governmental authorities, not to speak about the private enterprises).  

Decentralization is fine. But if it is not coordinated appropriately it might produce 
dangerous outcome. No matter how old-fashion might sound for successful CIP in the 
context of modern terrorism and organized crime, Macedonia needs centralized decision 
making. Even though MOI could take the lead and virtually is the leading authority in 
ordinary time, for successful CIP according to ordinary culture, Macedonia needs precise 
guidance that will fulfill this vacuum. 

Furthermore, from the analysis above it looks like private corporate security is 
neglected in the overall process of CIP. The modus operandi of modern terrorism and 
organized crime does not accept mistakes and improvisation. Complex system analysis of 
their strategies shows that they will use every possible way and every possible weakness in 
order to achieve their goal. They do not follow procedure and do not follow the usual.100 
Instead they suck up their own energy from everyday social and governmental weaknesses 
and at the same time attack on a lower resistance mode in the same environment they 
breathe. Therefore best way to organize effective CIP in the age of modern none-state and 
asymmetric threats must consider social readiness for deterrence and defense. This is why 
Macedonia needs to involve corporate security in CIP process. 

 
 
 
 

                                                           
99 The importance of centralized planning in this regards was first noticed by Renate Mayntz and Fritz Scharpf . See more in: 
Mayntz, R., Scharpf, F. (1995). Steuerung und Selbstorganisation in staatsnahen Sektoren. In: idem (eds). Gesellschaftliche 
Selbstregulierung und politische Steuerung. Frankfurt/New York: Campus, pp. 9–38. Also see: Sørensen, E., Torfing J. (2007). 
Theories of Democratic Network Governance, Palgrave Macmillan: Hampshire and New York, p.175. 
100 More on this se in: Karen J. Greenberg (2005). Al Qaeda Now: understanding Today’s terrorists, Cambridge University Press, 
p. 27-32. 
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WAY AHEAD 
Regardless of notion that CIP is not an isolated policy area but fits in the broader 

framework of counter-terrorism and civil protection policies, Macedonia needs an overall 
cross-institutional analysis which will determine current critical infrastructure. Good 
starting point is to look in what NATO or most of the NATO’s and EU’s members consider as 
critical infrastructure.101 This will be in compliance with the Macedonian political elite’s 
efforts and will also expand harmonization process not just in the security, but in overall 
social areas. 

Accepting the NATO based approach in CIP strategy Macedonia needs to reconsider 
relationships with private security corporate in the context of CIP. NATO accepts the 
presumption that no critical infrastructure can be 100% secured. This means that the 
efforts in CIP need to focus on early warning, prevention, perpetrators (terrorists or 
criminals) mistakes and reducing the consequences. All of this includes and considers 
corporate security.102 Therefore, the designated corporate security should not be avoided in 
CIP planning, management and execution. 

No matter how expensive it might be, Macedonia needs centralized approach in 
managing the planning process in CIP. In fact, Macedonia needs to fulfill the gap between 
theory and practice. This will also help to analyze and further improve existing legislative, 
organizational structure, mechanisms and methodology in CIP approach. Recent fatality of 
terrorist attacks and its aftermath consequences overrun the costs of preventive approach 
to protect critical infrastructure.  

In order to be effective in this centralized planning process Macedonian government 
needs to coordinate, facilitate and stimulate all the authorities (especially private corporate) 
that directly or indirectly build security network in CIP. In terms of coordination recent 
practice shows that many governments in fact have established cross-sector advisory 
boards for CIP.103 Since centralized planning is not new in Macedonian security tradition 
existing platforms of this kind (like for crisis management) could serve as well designed 

                                                           
101 Like for example: European Program for the Protection of Critical Infrastructure (EPCIP) and the Critical Infrastructure 
Warning Information Network (EUCIWIN). EPCIP refers to the doctrine or specific programs created as a result of the 
European Commission's directive EU COM(2006) 786 more on this see in: Gustenau, Gustav, Concept of Homeland Security in 
EU: a Challenge for Austrian EU presidency, in Brimmer, Esther, Transforming Homeland Security Center for Transatlantic 
Relations, Washington D.C.2006 p. 74. 
102 We learned that with the process of privatization Macedonia introduced private sector in critical infrastructure. This as we 
saw, is true especially in energy sector (power plant) and communication and internet provider sector. All of these companies 
higher private security companies for physical security. This means that they will play crucial role in achievement of specific 
standards to necessary CIP criteria. 
103 For example: The National Infrastructure Advisory Council in the United States; the Critical Infrastructure Advisory Council 
(CIAC) in Australia; or the Association of Italian Experts for Critical Infrastructures (AIIC). 
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base for CIP.104 The goal of facilitation should be support of the specific elements of the 
security network (especially private corporate) and enable them to work efficiently by 
creating a network-friendly environment.105 Stimulation of the network is crucial. Sometimes 
private companies will have specific concerns with participating in the CIP network.106  

From all of the above it would not be hard to conclude that Macedonia is on a right 
way in CIP. Nevertheless, specific challenges should be address immediately before it is too 
late. 

 
CONCLUSION 

The global security has changed. New complex threats posed by modern terrorism 
and organized crime has urged many states to reconsider their national security strategies. 
These changes require states not only to concentrate on defense against immediate 
dangers or criminal prosecution after the fact, but to focus on preventive security measures 
as well. In this regards societies have become more complex and vulnerable. Consequently 
the spectrum of possible causes of interruption and crises has become broader and more 
diffuse. 

In this regards numerous states and organizations have highlighted the role of 
critical infrastructure protection in their respective national security strategies. Introducing 
the Euro-Atlantic values and struggling with the last processes of transition Macedonia is 
persistently focus on critical infrastructure protection. Even though there is no list of 
designated critical infrastructure, Macedonian legislative and organizational structure 
analysis pointed that critical infrastructure protection is decentralized, government-run and 
network organized. Protection of institutions of the legislative, executive, and judiciary 
powers, infrastructure facilities of energy supply companies, information and 

                                                           
104 Former security was actually organized in similar manner. It was based on central planning and central execution. Central 
planning is crucial for private sector involvement in this process. Existing Steering committee for crisis management is good 
background to expand on. However, for steering the networks indirectly one must have a good knowledge about the structures 
and tasks of very different networks in CIP. The most difficult part probably consists of monitoring all the different networks.  
105 Governments can promote the networks, advise them (e.g., by creating general frameworks for interaction or by developing 
model agreements), and sometimes they even have to grant exemptions for networks from laws that impede private 
collaboration. An example for such a case is the exemption for Information Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISACs) from the 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) in the United States. See more at: 
http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=72962 
106 It would be legitimate for them to avoid this relations because they can easy be a target if are correlated with the 
government. However, Governments can provide the networks with financial incentives, with exclusive information, or with 
administrative support to make the networks more attractive and lower the costs of participation. For a discussion on 
incentives for private engagement in networks see: Gal-Or, E.,  Ghose, А. (2005)., The Economic Incentives for Sharing Security 
Information. In: Information System Research 16 (2), pp. 186–208. 
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communication technologies, infrastructure facilities that ensure the provision of vital 
goods, transport and traffic infrastructures build this network of critical infrastructures.   

Macedonia does not have clearly defined leading governmental institution for critical 
infrastructure protection. However, experiences with the steering committee in crisis 
management sector promise that Macedonia could easily build effective centralize planning 
for decentralized critical infrastructure protection. Macedonian Euro-Atlantic aspiration will 
not just support this but will also complement in coordination, facilitation and stimulation 
of the private sector especially, the private corporate security in the context of critical 
infrastructure protection. Although Macedonia is on a right pat, challenges in critical 
infrastructure protection require Macedonian authorities’ immediate consideration before it 
is too late and we face 2011 Moscow scenario. 
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